By Glenn Padgett

Under the present fee structure system every student at FTU taking more than 9 quarter hours pays $34.50 of the A&S fee. A student would pay $2.27 of the A&S account. Proponents of the system say that students taking more hours will be unfairly paying for the services of those taking fewer hours.

The new system has caused the A&S revenues for the coming year in the amount of $12,000, as reported in last week's FUTU. A ruling from the Comptroller that the Interest and Sinking Fund portion of the A&S must be increased to offset the deficit experienced in the past, has also lessened the amount of A&S money available.

The committee, which is advisory in nature, composed of Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs C.W. Brown, chairman, University Counseling Center Joseph Games, Director of Student Organizations Jimmie Ferrell, two faculty representatives, and three representatives of the student body.

The student representatives are Student Government President Lee Constantine, treasurer Dave Marr and student Mark Hammond.

The committee receives the proposed budgets from the various areas which receive A&S funds and allocates the available funds to them insofar as it is possible.

Areas receiving the funds are, for 1973-74, Student Insurance, the above-mentioned Interest and Sinking Fund, Intercollegiate Athletics, and Lake Claire Maintenance. These areas are listed in the budget under current obligations meaning that the money involved has been committed by either a previous committee or an outside source as in the case of the Interest and Sinking Fund.

For the coming year three areas consume 60% of the projected revenues, leaving the balance of the budget to finance the following activities: Extramurals, FUTU, Intramurals, Student Government, Student Health (Continued on Page 9).

Beer In MPR, Cafe For FTU Programs

By Torrey Stewart

Beer may be dispensed and consumed in the cafeteria and any Multi-Purpose room during regularly scheduled programs, after adequate criteria are established, an FTU official said Tuesday.

In a policy statement approved for adoption by Vice President for Student Affairs W. Rex Brown last Friday, it is indicated that the Village Center staff and student government members must draw up and present to the criteria for determining if "substantial program" and "adequate supervision" prerequisites accompany beer consumption in those locations.

After criteria approval, the staff is assigned to develop events in the Village Center allowing beer consumption.

Beer and other alcoholic beverages may not be provided by program participants or other outside sources, according to the adopted policy, and special request procedures are necessary for consumption in the cafeteria or any multi-purpose room when accompanying scheduled events.

Special dining events, such as banquets, may include beer if Food Service Personnel are willing to assume responsibility for adequate supervision and control according to the policy statement.

Only the Village Center staff is allowed to schedule program events in the cafeteria, and events scheduled for the multi-purpose room will evolve through regular reservation procedures.

"For non-student FTU groups, the staff will determine if special permission for beer may be granted depending on the program, and arrangements for adequate supervision and control of beer at these events," the policy states.

To receive approval for beer consumption in the multi-purpose room, individuals representing groups must complete and submit a standard form requesting such permission at least five days prior to the date of the scheduled program. The organization's president and an advisor must cosign this request.

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes.....

Smoke from a variety of sources filled the VCAR Sunday during the all-day concert "Bite the SMOKE Signs around the auditorium. See page 12 for photo spread and story.

Crew Wins Natl Meet

By Larry McCorkle

FTU's crew team, which had come so close all year without winning a race, waited for a most appropriate time to win their first race, the Dad Vail Regatta, emblematic of small college nationals. And in winning the prestigious event, the Girardella FTU crew team showed everyone that a small college team with a high school budget during a borrowed boat "can still hold their heads high" according to Glenn Padgett.

The won the VCAR national championship in 1973 and 1974.

"It's a good victory," said Glenn Padgett. "It shows a tremendous amount of dedication by the team members." For FTU Crew Coach Dennis Kamrad, it was the conclusion of a most successful spring. Earlier last week, Kamrad had stated that it would take a very good crew team to win this race. When the FTU team rowed 9 miles and still rowed past the rest of the field, it became apparent that not only the team was winning but the Coxie Ralph Baldwin, seat. Horton, fourth place for Philadelphia with their own money insurance to arrive fresh and ready for the race. "The students handled themselves very well," said Ralph Baldwin."We are not going to have to worry about FUTU starting the first 3 of these strategic sprints or bursts. This sprint further heightened FUTU's boat. When the field made a move on FUTU, another sprint at 1,000 meters and gave it a lead and another burst with 700 meters remaining put FUTU far enough in front that they had no problems holding the boat off the remaining 200 meters of the race.

"They rowed just about a perfect race," said Kamrad. "Our boat is in excellent condition, starting on a steady course.

After the race, Kamrad learned from Nash that the borrowed boat had never been beaten in national competition. "It was a beautiful boat," said Kamrad adding that it was set up very well.
Grassroots' At UF Start Petition
SG Abolition Attempted

By Harry Covert

A petition drive designed to abolish the existing Student Government at the University of Florida was launched by members of the Grassroots Constitution Committee.

The general condition of the hallways, which are painted and repainted every other year, and another topic of discussion. According to Covert, the "A" and "O" Dorms, which will be unoccupied during this summer, will have the hallways painted.

Members of the Grassroots party are conducting the drive which will continue into this week. According to Bill Jacques, former Grassroots treasurer candidate.

The petition calls for the abolition of the SG in its present form and the creation of an interim government composed of five members elected at large. The petition group was separate from the current student body election.

One student reported a rat running around in his room. One solution to this problem, said Covert, is to have cat-feeder trays in the halls. Shower curtains, long a problem for residents, will be replaced soon, said Covert.

The petition group was separate from the current student body election.

Two, 15 and 21-meal plans will be instated full quarter. John Williams, director of administrative services announced at the meeting. It is planned to offer the 10-meal plan for only lunch and dinner.

When asked whether the plan could be revised to include any of the plans, the week, Williams cited the difficulty in planning for meals at the main reason why the proposal was not planned for.

Many students commented on the overall improvement of the service over the last two and one-half weeks.

Dorm lounge will be left open for the purpose of late night studying, but was closed because it was not utilized. Students at the meeting said they did not know that the room was being left open.

The second of the two final meetings of the year was held on Monday afternoon at the Village Center. The students were asked to cast a ballot for their choice. According to Wolf, students filed approximately 200 ballots. Wolf said the results of the poll were a consideration in the final selection.

Szabo Composition Picked For School Alma Mater

During a meeting late last week, a committee for selecting F-T-U's alma mater was chosen.

Dr. Gary Wolf, chairman of the music department, announced that the winning entry of Mr. Szabo's composition was submitted by Dr. Burt Szabo of the music department faculty.

The second of the two final entries of the final consideration was submitted by music student Elizabeth Styles and utilized the melody of "Chester," a Revolutionary War hymn. It was Dr. Wolf's impression that the reason for seeking an alma mater when she approached President Millican with the suggestion some months ago.

Wolf said the entries were highly quality and included words set to Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" from his Ninth Symphony and an ode, words set to the "Nord Dame Fight Song." Wolf said there were also some original compositions besides the winning entry.

On Monday and Tuesday of last week, the two final entries were played at the student center Thursday lunch hour.

All hail to F-T-U.

The words to the Alma Mater will wave in fame and splendor As the passing years unfold. May loyalty and friendship will be true; And light the star to guide us As the passing years unfold.

We sing of Thee in recollection We sing your praises true; Rejoicing in perfection And light the star to guide us As the passing years unfold.

The words to the Alma Mater will wave in fame and splendor As the passing years unfold.

Szabo's winning composition will be performed publicly for the first time during Spring Commencement, June 7, by the F-T-U Concert Choir and band.
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Graduation Preparations Include Beautifications

Campus "beautification" measures, including implementation of a new, lightweight, decorative lighting and shrubbery, along with drainage pipes and removal of litter to deter water pollution are in preparation for the fall semester, to be held in the reflecting pond area, a university official stated Tuesday.

Director of Physical Planning, Fred Clayton, said that although, "We've been shot of people and money," his department may possibly fulfill renovation plans for the pond area by the summer's end.

Grates installed in the sidewalk to prevent dirty water from running directly into the pool will be "very effective" in insuring the pond's cleanliness, he said, adding that after final renovations only swallowed trash will enter the pool.

Clayton said that the current renovations are being done through this year's budget. He said lack of money and the need to maintain other portions of the campus may slow down reflection pool area renovations.

"I think students are going to love it," Clayton said. He maintained that student support would outweigh complaints from students who may miss their familiar short-cuts around the pond, which have now been transformed into drainage channels.

BOR Considers FAMU Status

By John Becker

The State Board of Regents met recently at Florida A & M University (FAMU) in Tallahassee and discussed the future of three Florida universities.

The board considered moving FAMU from Tallahassee to a state school to meet U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) requirements. HEW has ordered the state to bring the university up to par with the other schools in the system.

A federal order was issued to FAMU or risk losing $70 million in federal funds.

Clayton reported that if this partial removal of FAMU is not done, "the line to utilize it more fully will be cancelled," he said. He also reported that the cuts were inevitable. The state board has rejected any additional hours to be offered Wednesdays, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in ENGR 336.

The course, entitled "Science Fiction," is the offering of an in-transit credit course. There will be offered Tuesdays, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in ENGR 336.

The course, entitled "Science Fiction," is the offering of an in-transit credit course. There will be offered Tuesdays, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in ENGR 336.

"Most of the lines that were removed were in outlying areas, as said Vice President for Business Affairs John F. Goree in referring to the recent removal of a number of campus telephone extensions from the University Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS).

"The plan, tentatively scheduled for this summer, but which will probably be connected to obtain access to the line," he added. That the cuts were made while attempting not to cut any vital administrative area, and the total number of lines affected was approximately 20.

"Schrader, chairman of the campus transportation committee, said that all of those departments and areas still served in the system, more time, Schrader said.

The present bus route to FTU will probably be cancelled for summer quarter and resume again in fall, Dr. George Schrader, chairman of FTU's transportation committee, said Monday.
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The spirit and fun shared during Greek Week recently by several hundred students seemed made to order in support of a growing nationwide opinion about fraternities and sororities.

This opinion was supported by national Greek statistics reported by the National Interfraternity Conference, where pledging of new members rose 15 percent during the last half of 1972.

Membership in the traditional Greek-letter organizations is on the increase, aided by more active recruiting, less restrictive requirements and the almost total elimination of hazing. “Now students are more sophisticated and are saying, ‘why should they pay a small amount of belonging,’” said the Assistant Director of Student Activities at the University of California at Berkeley.

At the University of Florida, the Greek horizon at FTU is the problem of on-campus housing. Efforts continue by Greeks to raise money for housing and land surveys determine the lack of adequate liaison to questions of variation, alcohol, costs, and the like.

Other problems for Greeks at FTU include the fact that the university community is not easily won over. An organization that alone hinders any organization from the standpoint of attendance at activities. Greeks seem to be one of the few campus groups that have activities with a large percentage of the members participating.

Despite these drawbacks, Greeks are one of the few campus groups performing visible service to the university and community, providing FTU with much needed publicity and activities.

Their is something written with a university policy which treats students as second class citizens. Student members of the Student Activities and Service Fee (A&S) Budget Advisory Committee are supposedly equal members of the committee, on the same level as faculty and staff members.

While studying 1974-75 budget requests, one student member asked to see a portion of the request which contained a position-by-position listing of salaries for personnel in the A&S areas.

This request was refused because university policy prohibits the release of this information to “unauthorized personnel.”

The fact that this information was obtained elicits an argument that the request be on file in university libraries does not change the fact that the student members were denied access to information in committee materials that was available to the staff members of the committee.

Since this information is required by state law to be made available, what is the reason for this university policy?

***********

by Mike Hall

An article on opinion based on selectively perceived information presented in a manner designed to persuade you to think like I do.

I've got it bad, maybe even terminally. And it's spreading. I'll have to explain a few things in the last couple of days and they all have it too. You may be the next to catch it, if you haven't already yourself.

I think the technical name for it is Printemps lethargy. It seems to be carried by the wind, and the rain just makes it worse.

But don't worry. It seems to be a common cold, you just have to put up with it until it goes away. Maintained the leadership has been unable (or unwilling) to come up with a remedy, I guess that could be because everybody seems to accept it as something that happens. Some people seem to enjoy it, but when you've got exams and papers you don't feel like doing any of it, then it becomes a problem.

Fortunately, it's seasonal. Unfortunately, this is the season. You can tell. Just look around your classes and compare how many people are there compared to how many people were there at the beginning of the year. And you really know it's bad when professors start sending graduate students to teach their classes.

I don't know why everybody is so susceptible to it. Maybe our resistance has decreased for such a stretch. I don't know about you, but it's been a hell of a slow quarter here.

Oh no! I feel it coming on!

Well, there goes my motivation. That's all I didn't want to write anymore anyway. After the way they shot the last column, they are lucky to get this much.

I am going back to my room and lay around. Nice soft mattress (yawn).

Editor:

Don McLean was really great Saturday night. I was glad to see the Village Center (VC) putting out a show like that. It was really a shame that the Assembly Room only had room for 1100 students.

I am writing this letter because the current policy of the VC in allowing members of the faculty and staff to purchase advance sale tickets to VC activities at the same time as students is wrong. After all don't we, the students, pay for all of our activities out of our Student Activity and Service fees. As far as I know the faculty and staff do not contribute to the Activity and Service fee.

And poor John Beck, Terry and the rest of the membership of the entire Village Center complex (gym, pool, Village Center Assembly Rm., Lounges, Village Center Gallery, Multi Purpose Room, Calitizens, Student Health Center, Music Depl., Student Government, and all student organization offices) as well as setting up for all campus wide activities (raves, sound systems, chair, tables, etc.). Also, as in the case of the above breakdown, $9,660 is salaries for student assistants who make the same the time of the year that the whole staff is being reviewed, a close look needs to be taken at how the Village Center is being run.

As a result of the above breakdown, $9,660 is salaries, the Village Center Board. Thus we do currently have student activities on the campus being planned and implemented by students who are not receiving credit hours and who are receiving the invaluable educational experience you referred to in your editorial. If you would have inquiry you would have known this prior to writing your editorial.

The solution to our money problems: Simple. PAY ALL SALARIES PRESENTLY FUNDED BY THE ACTIVITY AND SERVICE FEE FROM STATE MONIES, NOT STUDENT-MONIES.

Student Protests VC Pricing Policy

Editor:

The purpose of the student activity and service fee should be to aid in financing activities, services, and functions that are of interest to and benefit to the students of the state university community. Exactly what is happening in the Village Center as provided by the Village Center Board, Village Center Committee, and the professional staff.
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New Officers Elected

By Glenn Padgett

Election of officers for the upcoming year culminated the normal order of business of the May 9 faculty senate meeting. Elections were held as a part of the faculty senate chairman service. Dr. Melvin Jones of the political science department said in a recent faculty - student discussion:

I think there will be an improvement of the President when he could resign tomorrow, he’s not a predictable person.” Dr. Melvin Jones of the political science department said in a recent faculty - student discussion.

A SEPARATE PEACE

The Village Center will present the movie “A Separate Peace,” May 18, 1974.

The movie, which stars John Huyt and Parker Stevenson, takes place at a private school in the early days of World War II. Two boys at an exclusive prep school develop a deep friendship for the first time in their lives. The film ends in tragedy, raising the question of what caused the events.

This PG movie will be shown at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday, May 18, 1974, in the Village Center Assembly Room.

Student Criticizes Plastics Use

Editor:

During this time of environmental concern and the oil crisis one of the greatest wastes that I see in the United States is the packaging plastics. I am talking about plastic that is used by industry and manufacturers. This waste can be seen on the streets, in garbage cans, or other form of garbage disposal. The majority of garbage is due to the prevalent use of packaging. A tour of a dump would show milk cartons, bottles, junk mail, newspapers, and an assortment of controls that are used in package. They are used in so many packages. I realize that some of these forms of packaging are necessary but are all of them needed?

Paul Besemer

Karaté Participants

Thanked By ChiPhi

Editor:

On Saturday, April 20, the Beta Zeta Chapter of the Chi Phi Fraternity sponsored a Karate tournament at the Davis Auditorium in downtown Orlando. All proceeds from the tourney went to the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA), which is our Nation’s charity organization.

The events began at 10 a.m. with the Kata competition and culminated with the Black Belt bout.

We wish to thank the more than 200 contestants and the large appreciative crowd of spectators who were present for the event and promises to be a great success.

Richard S. Walker

The new vice-chairman is Mary J. Palmer, assistant professor of education who has been at FTU for four years and the secretary of the faculty senate during the last year.

Dr. Edward R. Holting, associate professor of music, who has been at FTU for five years was elected to the office of secretary.

Since time was running out and the meeting had not yet been elected, Gallagher adjourned the meeting in order for the members from the various colleges to meet and elect their representatives to the senate committee. A report of those elected will be made at the next meeting of the senate.

Dr. Charles Gallagher was elected the faculty senate chairman. Gallagher, an assistant professor of business administration, who has been at FTU for 2 1/2 years and a member of the faculty senate since 1972, replaces outgoing Chairman K. Phillip Taylor of the communications department.
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Procul Harum Featured At 'British Rock' Show

By Mike Cerni

There are many good groups and musicians who hail from the British Isles. The Beatles, Elton John, Yes, Eric Clapton, The Stones and The Who are just a few. These groups, not as popular but just as good, came to Tampa last Saturday night.

When Renaissance, Dave Mason and Procol Harum offered about 7,000 Central and Coastal Floridians a taste of British Rock as good as any from the Land of the Union Jack.

The concert was scheduled for 7:30 p.m. and started right on time with Renaissance coming on for an hour and a half set. Renaissance, who is more moody type of band than Dave Mason or Procol Harum seem to be associated with music that was more classical in form than rock and just as enjoyable. The main accent of Renaissance is on the keyboards, bass guitar and excellent female vocals and resembles Yes in a certain fashion, yet still has their own distinct and unique style.

Dave Mason came on after a short break and a bit of stage adjustments. Padded with technical difficulties and feedback at the onset of his performance, Mason and his back-up musicians were somewhat less than appealing. The group sounded like a collection of his most recent hit songs.

The English group seemed to do quite well without the under-capacity crowd bringing them back for an encore and did some rock and roll numbers (for the die-hard boogie freaks) and ended the night with "Ole Miss," "Diamonds" and "Climax." They played a lot of saxaphone when he had asked Mason to give our fine lead guitarist a chance to show his skill. The story was later retold to the audience as the two guitarists' experience and their strong belief in the power ofness that one day we might find peaceful existence on this earth.

"You're Never Left" on the tour to back him up.

Dave Mason also did superb renditions of Bob Dylan's "All Along the Watchtower" (played in the Hendrix manner) and "Only You Know And I Know," an old Delaney and Bonnie standby. The obvious disarray of the people in attendance, Mason failed to return for an encore after the last number. Too bad! There were to many of his songs that weren't played and his set was entirely too short.

Procol Harum was the next group on and they performed songs from "Exotic Birds and Fruit," their most recent album. So recent in fact I can't recall any of the songs they did. But no Procol Harum concert would be complete without their more popular tunes, which they did perform, such as "Simple Sister," "Power Failure," (with an admirable drum solo), "Sally Dog," "Compassion," and "Grand Hotel." "Sorcerer of London" (a song about the Dresden creed of V.D.) and "Bringing Home in a Bacon." The English group seemed to do quite well without the presence of Robin Trower, the very accomplished guitarist who left the group some time ago to perform on his own. The group was brought back for an encore and did some rock and roll numbers (for the die-hard boogie freaks) and ended the night with "Ole Miss" and "Diamonds" and all the time favorite, "White Stale of Pride." The concert as a whole was a decent one with the exception of the bad start and short performance by Dave Mason. The acoustic structure of Curtis-Hixon Hall leaves a lot to be desired but it is considerably more pleasing to the ears than Tampa Stadium or any of the other area concert halls or exhibition arenas.

Jimmy Seals (right) and Dash Crofts, who are from San Francisco and are the rock group Provocateur. Dubbed as "Bilboard's" most promising entity, will perform many of their nationally known hits on Channel 2.'s special, "Soundstage: Seals & Crofts," to be aired tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Friendly Atmosphere Prevalent Throughout Seals, Crofts Concert

By Ike Harrison

I arrived at the Jai Ali Fronton in Seminole County about an hour and a half before show time last Saturday night. Through the generous efforts of L. E. Productions, I had been invited by Entertainment Concepts to attend a press conference with some of their clients, namely Jimmy Seals and Dash Crofts.

After several attempts to find the right door and was introduced to Georgia Sanchez, female road manager for Seals and Crofts. She escorted me to a small conference room where I was surprised to find that only two other reporters had showed up.

When we were given coke to drink and had sat unnoticed long until I saw a familiar face coming in the stain. He walked straight towards me with his out stretched hand and said, "Hi, I'm Jimmy Seals."

This was the friendly atmosphere that was to prevail during our half hour discussion.

Unfortunately, Crofts was very tired and had tied down to rest and was absent for our session.

"When I do a little about the creation of your music," I asked.

"Our songs are often inspired by small glimpses of the world as we see it," said Seals. "The world and music go through a seasoning cycle. We are now in a springtime of new ideas."

This was later reflected on during their concert with such songs as "Wind Flowers." This number displayed Jimmy's superb musical ability on sax mixed with pronounced vocals from Dash.

When asked whether their music ever has any political basis, Seals replied, "No, we no political connection to draw upon."

"You see, you and Dash involved in music to present your beliefs or do the two just coincide," I asked.

"No, we don't always sit down with a less than to teach in our songs," he answered, "however, words are an opportunity to express our beliefs and we sometimes use it for that purpose."

I think we both had in mind their latest LP, "Unborn Child." The title song is their first public stand on a crucial issue of the day: abortion. Seals drew completely on his trained voice as he read aloud the title cut for the Coach audience. It was evident that they were putting forth full efforts in something they really believe in. This isn't really surprising when you consider the deep dedication of the two fine musicians.

Both statements as "Every second is precious" and "No one should tell another how to live, they should discover it for themselves" led me to grasp the fact their strong belief in the Bahai's faith was no ordinary rivalry. Unity, a basic Bahai's belief, is a great example of this belief in the music and lyrics of Seals and Crofts.

Seals played a lot of saxophone when he laid down his acoustic guitar. Along with a four piece horn section backing them, Seals and Crofts presented a beautiful horn arrangement on "King of Nothing" cut from a forthcoming album.

"Tell me what brought about the song you wrote about your wives," I asked. Again, Seals laughed as he tried to re-tight his paper. "We said we would tell them all the songs we write for them. It didn't work so we sat down and wrote "Ruby Jean, Billy Joe." The story was later retold to the audience as the two musicians beautifully harmonized to play the meaningful song about the hope that one day we might find peaceful existence on the earth.

"Your newest album "Unborn Child" seems to have a faster tempo then your previous works," I stated.

"Yes, this was intentional," Seals stated, once again lighting his pipe, "we wanted to give our fine lead guitarist a chance to play."

This final lead did show up during the concert with a long version of "Agamemnon Never Pays This Way."

I the group then enjoyed their work as they joked around with the audience. Seals gave a demonstration of his well trained vocal cords. Crofts then introduced Seals on fiddle by giving a zip wearing's rag call. This brought the crowd boogying to their feet. The audience showed great involvement which must have led Seals and Crofts to perform more country fiddle jams.

The under-capacity crowd brought them back for an encore with once again, Seals on fiddle with Crofts playing lead on a four string mandolin.

By the way, I had asked Seals what emphasis was placed on education by his faith.

"Compulsory education," he replied, "it is needed to ensure that one can read and write. Through this one can learn and better themselves."

More Vocal Groups Started By Music Dept

The choral music program at FTU will be enlarged this summer, according to Dr. Edward Rotaling, FTU University Choir (MUS.202.03) is scheduled for the first time during a summer term this summer. Choir will meet each Monday Wednesday and Friday in the Engineering Auditorium at 1 p.m. It is open to all students without audition.

Next fall, two new singing groups will be organized on campus. One will be a pop singing group; the other will be called the "Proctors" and will perform madrigal type music. Both groups will be added for the current period. Admission to these two groups is by audition. Anyone interested in participating in these groups or wanting further information about them should contact Dr. Edward Rotaling in LIT 217.
New System Waits 'til Fall

By Terry Carr

A new registration system at FTU, which is intended to be implemented this quarter, has been delayed until fall registration due to problems with the new system.

The old system, which is based on paper registrations, has been experiencing difficulties, and the new system, which is an online registration system, is expected to be implemented in the fall.

When the new system is implemented, students will have a new registration card that will need to be filled out before they can register for classes. The new system will allow students to register for classes online, and it is expected to be more efficient and less error-prone than the old system.

Students at FTU have been told that they will need to fill out the new registration card before they can register for classes. The new system is intended to be more user-friendly and to reduce the amount of time students spend registering for classes.

According to Chapman, the new system will be a "great deal" easier to use than the old system. He added, "The trouble is, it's doing it like an A-model--it works too slow. It's got to be able to up to expectations, and work fast for the students."

"Our delay is a great deal of inconvenience. Even though the product works, we don't want it to use it until it's ready."

### Classifieds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFIEDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Furnished 2-bdrm apt. with same.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tennis Rackets-Five racquets, two cans.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newly furnished.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arranged for lease.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Fee System Gets Approval From Senate Education Committee

TALLAHASSEE (AP) — The Senate Education Committee has approved a bill establishing credit-hour college tuition payments instead of the current procedure of mailing out schedules at the time of registration. The bill, SB 108, now goes to the Senate Ways and Means Committee.

The basic purpose of the bill is to provide that all students in the university system, regardless of how many hours they are taking, will pay the same dollar amount," committee chairman Robert Graham, D-Miami, said after the meeting.

Students now taking nine hours and paying $180 are charged more than $50 per credit hour, while students taking 13 hours pay $150 per hour, Graham said.

The bill, SB 810, was introduced by Sen. Allen Greene, D-West Palm Beach, and approved Monday.

Glascock said the bill would "provide cost savings to the university system, with minor adjustments among campuses."

Students objected that the new formula would hurt those least able to afford it, including veterans and students on scholarships.

David Arnskog, student-government president at Florida State University, said that about two-thirds of his students at Florida A&M University would have to pay more since most of them are on scholarships and take as many hours as possible.

"You will find a lot of people who will be dropping out" if the bill is passed, he said.

Arnskog said the net effect of the bill would be to keep students in school longer because they would take fewer hours each year. He said it would cost taxpayers more in the long run.

The tuition changes were approved by the state Board of Regents May 9. University presidents objected that it would mean a $150-a-year drop in income for their institutions.

Glen Creech, president of Florida Atlantic University, said that based on the average 16-hour course load, the bill would mean a two-thirds of the undergraduates and 90 percent of the graduate students would pay less tuition.

Students interested in following this bill through the Senate may call the legislation information toll-free number, 1-800-542-1827.

### New System Waits 'til Fall

When the new system is implemented, according to Chapman, students will need to fill out a new fee assessment card that is "instant" to register. Such a procedure will allow students to pay what is desired and able to fulfill it to fulfill the Florida legislature requirement that fees be paid "before the first day of classes."

Students will also be given a machine print-out of their class schedule. All fees, except registration under the new system, is opposed to the current procedure of mailing out schedules to students after registration.

Chapman said FTU had designated $6,000 to implement the new system.

### The Ladies Center

**Pregnancy testing and full counseling services including “referral.”**

Also, other clinical testing available.

Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Mon. - Sat.

609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fl.

(305) 989-0921

---

###底部内容

- **2 BEDROOM DUPLEXES $160 mo.**
- **PHONE 365-3721**

---

###广告

- **FURNISHED, 2bd rm. pkg.--$370**
  - Khayyam Ave. Hi-rise
  - Room sleeps 6 people.
  - Call 275-2605 for Al Geisse.

- **LOST & FOUND**
  - Lost--one car key on tab from a key case. Call 275-2605 for Al Geisse.

###广告

- **BEDGWOOD IS HOME LIVING**

- **New System Waits 'til Fall**

- **New Fee System Gets Approval From Senate Education Committee**

- **The Ladies Center**

- **Pregnancy testing and full counseling services including “referral.”**

- **Also, other clinical testing available.**

- **Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Mon. - Sat.**

- **609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fl.**

- **(305) 989-0921**
GREEK WEEK 1974
Tyes Stuff 22 Into VW

Record Broken By Greeks

By Heather Henry

A new national college record was made by the Tyes sorority as 22 members were "stuffed" into a Volkswagen during the last week of Greek West activities, May 7-11.

Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA) sorority staffed a booth near the VW, but breaking the windshield. However, the group was not disqualified because the window did not break. Tri Delta came in third, putting 16 into the car.

Lambda Chi Alpha (LXA) fraternity staffed 18 persons into the car, and the windshield support failed. But as was previously reported, they were not disqualified because the window did not break.

Other activities on May 8 were the softball, football and frathrow. Taking first place in the softball throw was Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) fraternity and Tri Delta sorority. Tri Chi fraternity and Tri Delta capped first place in the football throw, a Delta Chi and LXA represented threw a frathrow that was overthrown. Copping first prize in the frathrow contest on May 7 was Sigma Chi, which decorated a Volkswagen into a Volkswagen as a Trojan horse. Alpha Chi Omega (AXO) and Tyes sorority came in second and third, respectively.

A & S

Record Broken
By Torrey Stewart

May 22-24 (Mon.-Fri.) - Educational counseling and student advisement for the Summer and Fall quarters.

May 22 (Wed.) - Last day to withdraw from a course or from the University. Last day to change from credit to audit, if passing. Last day to remove an "I" earned last quarter.

May 23 & 24 (Thurs. & Fri.) - Registration for Summer Quarter by posted appointment time.

May 27 (Mon.) - MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY for students.

May 31, 9:30 p.m. (Fri.) - Final examination period.

June 7 (Fri.) - Commencement.

June 19 (Wed.) - Last day to make application for graduation for students who will complete requirements at end of Summer Quarter.

AAUP Merges With UFF

By Torrey Stewart

The FTU chapter of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) reaffirmed its support for the more militant United Faculty of Florida (UFF) recently by stipulating two additional conditions to the previously-prepared tentative coalition agreement.

One provision in the merger provide that no AAUP chapter will be required to join the UFF against their wishes, and that none of those members joining the UFF will be paid directly to UFF and not go through the AAUP-UFF chapter. One coalition purpose identified in the agreement is to allow an "increased measure" of self-determination to faculty and professional employees and . . . increase the effectiveness of faculty governance.

A & S chapters agreeing to the coalition may retain autonomy, and all chapter members to merge with the UFF, under terms of the agreement, will be adopted through a referendum vote of the chapter's membership.

The agreement provides that individuals may participate in the AAUP and UFF.

Under coalition terms, individual AAUP chapters' representation to the state governing body of the UFF will be negotiated, including, "a non-voting representative to the state governing body from each AAUP chapter in the coalition; and a representative on the collective bargaining team from AAUP."

"The UFF agrees to bargain, whenever possible, the national AAUP standards in its organizing program and in the contract which it negotiates for the faculty and professional employees of the State University System," the coalition states.

Ken Megill and Ben Stevens, chairs of the AAUP and the Florida Higher Education Association respectively, under the merger the two groups added the chief elective office of the UFF.

"I welcome the UFF because it gives a chance for the concepts of collective bargaining to be practiced and to become better-known," said FTU AAUP chapter president Walter Winter.

No Limit On A&S Funds

By Bill 6-62

College Court Apartments
Now Leasing

$150 per month NO LEASE
$145 6 months lease
$140 12 months lease
Brand new spacious 1 bedroom apts.

Pools, Tennis Courts, Basketball courts, In-line Skating Rinks

Just 1/2 mile south of FTU on Alfaya Trail

CALL 273 - 5610
Great International Bike Race

Using their God-given talents and homemade vehicles, nine FTU students raced to victory in the Village Center's (VC) "Great FTU International Bike Race," held May 8 on campus.

Winning first place in the 10 speed division over seven other entrants was senior David Farabee.

The victor has advice for any other long-distance riders: "You have to watch what you're doing, and cut down on the number of books, carrying only what you need."

Riding seriously since the age of 13, Farabee said he cycles "mostly" only one half hour longer than by car. "It's faster, it's safer than a car," Farabee commented.

Finishing second in the 10 speed category was sophomore Kirby Palm, with a time of five minutes, 56 seconds. Palm, who lives to class across the street every day, said: "I used to race when I was a little dude, but that was a long time ago and I'm out of shape."

Third place went to crew team member Alan Dinnan. Dinnan, a sophomore, rides his bicycle four miles to classes "sometimes, when my car doesn't work," or about once every two weeks.

Other entrants in the 10 speed division were, in order of finish: Franklin Walker, Dean Brantly, Bill Tate, Jeff Belote and Debby Cullen, the only woman entrant.

Taking first place in the three to five speed division was sophomore Buff Kaufman, with a time of six minutes, 6.4 seconds.

Kaufman, a ROTC cadet, rides every day to class "about four times back and forth, which amounts to about two miles." The victor said that his "mount" was an "old junk my brother got from a friend for about five dollars," which he repaired.

Other entrants and trophy winners were: Glenn Doll, with a time of six minutes, 7.5 seconds and Bill Brun, six minutes, 30 seconds.

Winner over four others in the standard or "VC speed" class was Dwight Taylor, with a time of six minutes, 2.6 seconds. Other trophy winners were Kevin Murphy, in six minutes 9.5 seconds, and Mike Ryan, in seven minutes, 10 seconds.

Finishing fourth was Bill Iverson, and Jack Birnand, riding a VC rented bicycle, returned to the starting point after his chain broke near the tennis courts.

The race route, entirely on campus, began at the VC circle, out between the dorms and the parking lots onto Gemini Drive, past the Campus Police building to Libra Drive to the Physical Plant office and back.
Eye Bank Holds Pledge Drive

By Kay Bartholomew

The first campus "Gift of light" drive to collect pledges to the eye bank if the Lions Clubs of Florida will be held May 21-24 at FTU under the sponsorship of the campus Pre-Professional Medical Society.

"To give the most priceless gift in the world, the gift of sight, requires no sacrifice or cost," explained Bob Milburn, president of the North Florida Eye Bank, at a recent meeting of the board of the University of Florida Pre-Professional Medical Society. "If the cornea is healthy, then age or cause of death has no bearing, and the donor's cornea can be transplanted, replacing a clouded, diseased or injured cornea."

Milburn pointed out that the eye bank for preserving. It states that all major religious facilities.
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Music Spectacular

Renaissance, featuring lead singer Annie Haslem (above and at right), filled the last hours of SG's "Cultural Entertainment Spectacular" with instrumental melodies.

Turning the evening over to country music, the Sandy Valley Boys stepped with their renditions of mountain music as a mountain of beer cans slowly formed before them.

Banjo and guitar strumming joined the rhythm of the 'gut bucket' as the Red Gator Jook Band added folk music to the afternoon's agenda.


Photos By
Mike Berman
Alan Geeslin
And Mike Padgett

With a popular sound, the FTU Concert Band launched Sunday's SG musical extravaganza.

Hard core rock and roll at a volume that reverberated off VCAR walls was provided by Tacks, a group out of Tampa, to the dismay of students.
Marathon Concert Successful

by
Ike Harrison
Glenn Padgett
Student Government's Cultural Entertainment

"You Are the Sunshine of My Life," and "Gettin' Down," were the group's concluding numbers.

One of the highlights of the afternoon followed. The Sandy Valley Boys were the next group to appear. The audience really loved their down-home country music, reminiscent of "Ne'er Do Well."

Providing the rock portion of the concert was a group called Tacks. The Tacks are a young group out of Tampa. They are primarily a hard core rock and roll band with a bit of British flavor.

They began their set with a fast pounding beat which prevailed through "Teenage Fan Flics" and "Golden Cock Gnome," two numbers of the group's own material.

The group does not use a straight lead guitar but rather blends the electric and rhythm guitars together. The Tacks are rounded out with bass and drums.

The group was very active when they performed and reached their peak during "Renaissance Action IV," an old Paul Revere and the Raiders hit.

A rather enthusiastic crowd was coaxed by stagehands to guarantee enough applause to bring the Tacks back for an encore. They ended their set with a very electric number, often drowning out the lead vocalist.

Due to the cancellation of the scheduled sound group, "S souls," there was over an hour break in the entertainment before the appearance of the final group, Renaissance.

The first song entitled, "Can You Understand," was a beautiful instrumental played with piano highlights mixed with Terry Sullivan providing full use of percussion.

By the second number, the restless audience had settled back to listen to the fine quality music.

Renaissance blurs its beautiful music with their beautiful lead vocalist, Annie Haslen.

Along with John Toot, Annie assisted in the auditions to choose the members that now make up the group.

She looked lovely as she stood on the stage dressed in a long green dress. Her high voice clearly projected throughout the audience. It resembled that of Grace Slick of the old Jefferson Airplane.

She pretty swayed with the music through the long arrangements that typify the group.

"Things I Don't Understand," a song from the forthcoming album, was a fine example of the way in which Annie often substitutes vocal notes for conventional lyrics. The song was further accented with a drum solo by Terry Sullivan.

Jon Camp adds further vocals for the group. His fine voice blends fully with Annie's notably in "On the Frontier," cut from "Ashes Are Burning," their most recent release.

But Jon is more than a vocalist. He is the best bass guitarist that this reviewer has ever seen. His speed and versatility provided an unmatched stand-out bass sound.

Renaissance took a firm hold on the attentive audience with "Ashes Are Burning," the title cut.

The song fully integrated the high quality performances of the musicians, and its beautiful lyrics were superbly reproduced. The music was further enriched by the recent addition of a fine acoustic guitar player. The group returned to the demands of an honestly enthusiastic crowd — they ended the night with Prologue, a fine fast-moving song.

All in all it was a very enjoyable afternoon and evening of entertainment provided by SM. Mention needs to be made of the effort and work by the stage crew, who started working well before the concert began, who continued to work during the entire concert, and who were there for several hours after the conclusion of the entertainment, cleaning up and tearing down the stage and amplification equipment.

A CARTOON FESTIVAL!
COMING NEXT WEEK

Agencies:
Wed. May 29 - 9,30 p.m.
Sat. May 31 - 9:30 p.m.
VCA R

Perched high on a metal bleacher, these four students found a way to beat the crowded Assembly Room floor and still have an advantageous spot for enjoying the free music provided by Student Government. (Photo by Mike Padgett)

Spectacular was a big success in spite of various natural and man-made obstacles. The 10-hour concert was supposed to be held at Lake Claire but ominous weather forecasts the restrictions imposed, such as no beer and no smoking, were for the day of the event combined at first.

But Jon is more than a vocalist. He is the best bass guitarist that this reviewer has ever seen. His speed and versatility provided an unmatched stand-out bass sound.

Renaissance took a firm hold on the attentive audience with "Ashes Are Burning," the title cut.

The song fully integrated the high quality performances of the musicians, and its beautiful lyrics were superbly reproduced. The music was further enriched by the recent addition of a fine acoustic guitar player. The group returned to the demands of an honestly enthusiastic crowd — they ended the night with Prologue, a fine fast-moving song.

All in all it was a very enjoyable afternoon and evening of entertainment provided by SM. Mention needs to be made of the effort and work by the stage crew, who started working well before the concert began, who continued to work during the entire concert, and who were there for several hours after the conclusion of the entertainment, cleaning up and tearing down the stage and amplification equipment.
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Confident FTU Rowers ‘Knew We Could Win’

By Fred Cey

Nervous optimism was the attitude with which the five members (including coxswain) of FTU’s small college national championship crew went to Philadelphia last week—the feeling that they had the ability to win but just couldn’t believe it possible.

“I knew we had a good chance,” said Ben Horton, a first-year performer at FTU although he rowed three years at Edgewater High under his present coach Dennis Kamrad. “It was a little scary to think about winning, though. That’s why we were more nervous than usual.

“We knew we could do it,” agreed Ralph Bateman, a second-year veteran at FTU who rowed at Wister Park High. “It just didn’t seem possible against the best, though.”

Bateman was quick to point out that the FTU four did not let up at all until crossing the finish line, although they won by a comfortable margin of over 200 meters to go in a three-way playoff for the Gold League title, first with an 8-5 win Monday. (Photo by Walt Pacha, FTU photographer)

The trophy, which is another story, was named after Dr. Kappa Kamrad, FTU’s coach when he rowed at Florida Southern. We had some nerves at the last minute, but we all still respect him very much.

Martyn Dennis, the other member of the four-man set, concurred.

“It’s really sensitive,” said Dennis of Kamrad. “He keeps everything in perspective. He always looks for feedback. He’s super-optimistic and it rubs off on everybody on the team.” Dennis, a 1970 graduate of Edgewater, is a senior and three-year veteran of the FTU team.

A pair of teams from Tau Kappa Epsilon and Kappa Alpha took the top spots in Intramural Softball action while Alpha Tau Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha each rolled by one more opponent in a light schedule. Wednesday’s games were rained out and rescheduled for the afternoon.

One of those rescheduled games is LAX vs. Sigma Chi, both 5-1 so far this season and again at 5:15 today. The loser would have to virtually eliminate itself from any chance at winning the 1974 Intramural championship.

The final of three league champions was determined Tuesday when TKE II won a three-way playoff for the Gold League title, first with an exciting 11-0 seven-inning win over LAXA II and then a 6-2 triumph over MFA. Both games had been scheduled for five innings but the first required more.

Sigma Chi’s unbeaten season was abruptly halted Monday by TKE 15-5 in five innings. Surprisingly, SX faced six first-inning hits and jumped to a 4-0 lead. However, TKE countered with five runs in their half and SX seemingly couldn’t recover from the sudden turnaround, scoring only once the rest of the way.

For TKE, Rod Rodriguez knocked in three runs, including an opposite-field two-run homer in the fifth which provided the winning edge. TKE II third provided the last scheduled biggie.

In women’s water polo, Tyes Tappin found a first-place tie with Fin Freaks, beating them 7-6 Tuesday. In coed action Monday, Air Force ROTC stopped Lambda Chi Alpha 4-2. Both teams were awarded AFROTC’s points (2 goals) and Wright Taylor got both of Lambda Chi Alpha’s.

Howie Vanderwater of TKE won “sweepstains” (sweeping May 9 with a 1:11.2 for the 100-yard freestyle, two seconds better than Pi Kappa Alpha’s Kermit Tremmel). Howie also earned first place in a preliminary heat.

The winner of the Cavalleros-TKE II title is set to play the_fraternity winner Tuesday but that date is almost certain to be set back by either a two- or three-way playoff. TKE II at 5:15 in Intramural Fraternity Point Standings

TKE II 794
Lambda Chi Alpha 596
Kappa Alpha 561
Sigma Chi 560
Kappa Sigma 490
Lambda Chi Alpha 280
Phi Chi 380
Pi Kappa Alpha 235
Delta Tau Delta 180

Lambda Chi Alpha’s Ron Lord slides safely into third as Phi Pius Rich Wolken attempts to apply tag. LXA held off Chi Phi for 8-5 win Monday. (Photo by Walt Morris)

One of the unique traditions of crew is that before a race opposing teams bet their collegiate T-shirts. Losing teams after a race deliver their shirts to the winners. This year’s National Champions came home with 16 T-shirts and have more coming by mail.
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Lambda Chi Alpha’s Ron Lord slides safely into third as Phi Pius Rich Wolken attempts to apply tag. LXA held off Chi Phi for 8-5 win Monday. (Photo by Walt Morris)
TKE, Club Swamp Foes

The expected close battle for swimming supremacy among fraternities never came about as Tau Kappa Epsilon easily outdistanced all challengers in the May 9 intramural swim meet.

Meanwhile, the meet’s “Swim Club” edged TKE’s second team for the independent title while the women’s “Swim Club” pointed Tyes 65-51 for the women’s crown. Five new individual men’s records were set while new records on the women’s side—all by the Swim Club—were the rule rather than the exception. Eight of nine women’s events were covered faster than ever before in FTU intramurals. All events had an unofficial new diving mark.

Kappa Sigma

Men’s winners were TKE’s Mike Walker in the 200 individual medley, Mark Johnston of TKE in diving, Rudolph for the 100 free and, Norm Mohamed of Kappa Sigma for the 50 back. TKE’s medley relay team won as did 65 free relay team.

FTU Boosters’ Club

Alters Organization

There is a $10 tax deductible contribution for joining the FTU Boosters club. The Boosters Club also donated $5 to the foundation by purchasing family season passes to all sports events. The contributions have greatly aided the athletic budget this past year. Through its contributions, the Boosters Club paid the room and board for athletes who had to remain in Orlando during breaks and holidays. The money also funded or coordinated the tennis team in early June. The contributions have greatly aided the athletic budget this past year. Through its contributions, the Boosters Club paid the room and board for athletes who had to remain in Orlando during breaks and holidays. The money also funded or coordinated the tennis team in early June.

FTU Athletic Director John Powell has announced that the FTU Intercollegiate Athletic Boosters Club has taken a charge of direction in its administration. Originally the club was headed by Walt Morris.)

The athletic department held a luncheon last Monday at the Ramada Inn on East Colonial inviting a select number of FTU alumni and interested citizens to join this advisory committee. Powell wanted to emphasize that the Booster Club still will operate out of the FTU Foundation—meaning membership in one will also mean membership in the other.

TKE’s medley relay team won as did 65 free relay team.

FTU Athletic Director John Powell has announced that the FTU Intercollegiate Athletic Boosters Club has taken a charge of direction in its administration. Originally the club was headed by Walt Morris."

The athletic department held a luncheon last Monday at the Ramada Inn on East Colonial inviting a select number of FTU alumni and interested citizens to join this advisory committee. Powell wanted to emphasize that the Booster Club still will operate out of the FTU Foundation—meaning membership in one will also mean membership in the other.

The athletic department held a luncheon last Monday at the Ramada Inn on East Colonial inviting a select number of FTU alumni and interested citizens to join this advisory committee. Powell wanted to emphasize that the Booster Club still will operate out of the FTU Foundation—meaning membership in one will also mean membership in the other.
Eight women's and four men's FTU records were broken in the May 3 intramural swim meet. TKE won the fraternity division while the FTU Swim Club captured men's independent and women's overall titles.
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